Jesus emphasized that Specific Things would happen
immediately prior to His 2nd Coming.
He says when you see “these things begin to happen”,
you will know His Coming is very near.
He makes this statement in 3 Gospels:
Matthew, Mark, and Luke.
Thus we know He was describing
a very important principle.
We will cover 6 of “these things” now in Part #2
which is the 2nd part of an ongoing Four-Part Series.

Part 2

Jesus told us that He is coming in no uncertain terms.
He also said we do not know the day in which He will come.
“…you do not know on what day your Lord will come.” (Matt. 24:42).

But we can know the Season!

v “Now learn this lesson from the fig tree:
As soon as its twigs get tender and its leaves come out,
you know that summer is near. Even so,
when you see all these things, you know that it is near, right at the door.
I tell you the truth, this generation will certainly not pass away
until all these things have happened.” (Matt. 24:32-34).

v “When these things begin to take place, stand up and lift up your heads,
because your redemption is drawing near.” (Luke 21:28).
“… when you see these things happening,
you know that the kingdom of God is near.” (Luke 21:31).

v “…when you see these things happening, you know that it is near,
right at the door.” (Mark 13:29).

What did Jesus mean when He said…
“when you see all these things”?
What are “these things”?
The prophetic Scripture gives a fairly long list of “things”
that will happen just prior to His Coming.
We’ll cover a few more of these “things” in this email (Part 2).

Seeing “these things” being fulfilled in Bible Prophecy…

“This is the plague with which the LORD will strike
all the nations that fought against Jerusalem:
Their flesh will rot while they are still standing
on their feet, their eyes will rot in their sockets,
and their tongues will rot in their mouths.”
(Zech. 14:12)

v The Zechariah passage was not possible until the
advent of nuclear weapons. The latest hydrogen
bombs produce 150,000,000 0F in 1 microsecond
that can evaporate flesh in a few milliseconds.
v The neutron bomb has the ability to destroy
all living material within it’s range in minutes
while leaving inanimate material intact.

Seeing “these things” being fulfilled in Bible Prophecy…

East Jerusalem was recaptured from
Jordan by Israel during the six-day war
in June 1967. Since that time, Israel has
controlled all of Jerusalem for
the first time in 1878 years.
The temple mount in East Jerusalem,
as seen in the photo at the right,
is the center of middle-east controversy.
It is a stumbling block in present-day
peace talks. The Palestinians want
to make East Jerusalem their Capitol and
take the temple mount away from Israel.

“They will fall by the sword and will be taken as prisoners to all the nations.
Jerusalem will be trampled on by the Gentiles until the times
of the Gentiles are fulfilled.” (Luke 21:24)
“For the LORD will rebuild Zion and appear in his glory.” (Psa. 102:16)

Seeing “these things” being fulfilled in Bible Prophecy…

Israel superimposed on Colorado
v There have been many attempts at striking a peace
agreement between Israel and the Palestinians over the
last several decades of time. Secretary of State John Kerry
has made 10 trips to Israel in the past 6-7 months. So far,
little or no progress has been made because the differences
between the parties are monumental and according to
Scripture humanly impossible. When the “Antichrist”
arrives on the scene, he will make a short-lived agreement.
v In the meantime, it is thought by many, that Iran already
has a nuclear bomb and they promise to annihilate Israel.
The Prime Minister of Israel assures the world that they will
not sit idly by and allow their enemies to destroy them.
“I am going to make Jerusalem a cup that sends all the surrounding peoples reeling … On that day,
when all the nations of the earth are gathered against her, I will make Jerusalem an immovable rock...” (Zech. 12:2).

Beware! All nations that threaten Israel in these days.

Dabbling in the affairs of Jerusalem is like jousting with a stick of dynamite that has a short lit fuse.
“On that day, I will set out to destroy all the nations that attack Jerusalem.” (Zech. 12:9).

Seeing “these things” being fulfilled in Bible Prophecy…

A few years ago, most people didn’t know
what the word “tsunami” meant.
In our generation, we have seen
the devastation tsunamis can bring.
v On December 26, 2004, an earthquake occurred
which created a gigantic tsunami that devastated
six countries centered near Indonesia. The sheer
destruction caused by this ocean earthquake and
tsunami make it the most devastating ever
recorded, killing around 230,000 people.
v On March 11, 2011, off the coast of Japan,
an earthquake produced a tsunami 33 ft. high
along Japan's northeastern coast. It caused widespread devastation, with a count of 18,550
confirmed to be killed/missing. Further south
the wave was 133 ft. high. – Wikipedia
“...On the earth, nations will be in anguish and perplexity
at the roaring and tossing of the sea.” (Luke 21:25).

Seeing “these things” being fulfilled in Bible Prophecy…

• Earthquake fatalities have greatly increased
in the last decade to 823,000; more than the
prior 60 years combined. When the Lord
considers earthquake intensity, no doubt,
He measures it’s severity by the number of
deaths incurred. The chart on the right shows
earthquake fatalities within consecutive
decades starting in 1944. It is apparent that
earthquake fatalities have greatly increased
in the last decade (2004-2013) corresponding
to the Lord’s prediction in Matthew.
• Global population growth should directly
influence global fatalities from earthquakes.
A line illustrating population growth
is shown in blue so it can be compared with
the increase in earthquake fatalities.
“...There will be famines and earthquakes in various places. All these are the beginning of birth pains.”
(Matt. 24:7).

Seeing “these things” being fulfilled in Bible Prophecy…

The President of Turkey Recep Tayyip Erdogan
(hologram shown at right) recently addressed an
audience at a meeting that he couldn’t attend
with a hologram. In recent years, this also
has been done by others including Al Gore.
“Because of the signs he was given power to do
on behalf of the first beast, he deceived the
inhabitants of the earth. He ordered them to set
up an image in honor of the beast who was
wounded by the sword and yet lived. He was
given power to give breath to the image of the
first beast, so that it could speak and cause all
who refused to worship the image to be killed.”
(Rev. 13:14-15).

Projection of Turkey’s President,
Recep Tayyip Erdogan
via a hologram

Seeing “these things” being fulfilled in Bible Prophecy…
Summary of Part 2

ü Israel possesses neutron bombs that disintegrate flesh, leaving inanimate objects intact

ü Israel gained full control of the city of Jerusalem during the 6-day war in 1967

ü The prophet Zechariah said that the Lord will destroy all nations that attack Jerusalem

ü Recent Tsunamis have inflicted the most destruction in recorded history

ü There were more earthquake fatalities in the past decade than in the prior 60 yrs. combined

ü Recently the hologram is being used by prominent speakers to address distant audiences

Seeing “these things” being fulfilled in Bible Prophecy…

#1, Israel is back in the Land
ü Israel became a nation in 1948
#2, Accumulation of Information

“…when you see all these things,
you know that it is near,
right at the door.” (Mat. 24:33).

ü Solid state electronics era was begun in 1948
#3, A one-world Religion is coming
ü World Council of Churches founded in 1948
#4, There will be a one-world economy/financial system
ü World Trade Organization began in 1947
ü International Monetary Fund founded in 1945
#5, Gospel is preached to the whole world
ü Entire globe is blanketed with the Gospel
#6, Famines accompany the beginning of “Birth Pains”…
ü 870 million (1 out of 8) in the world are malnourished

“You also must be ready…”

(Luke 12:40)

“But you, brothers, are not in darkness
so that this day should surprise you…”
(1 Thes. 5:4).

“Everyone who calls…
on the name of the Lord will be saved.”
(Rom. 10:13 ).

